We have developed a simple docking procedure that is able to utilize low-resolution models of proteins created by structure prediction algorithms such as threading or ab initio folding to predict the conformation of receptor-small ligand complexes. In our approach, using only approximate, discretized models of both molecules, we search for the steric and quasi-chemical complementarity between a ligand and the receptor molecules. This averaging procedure allows for the compensation of numerous structural inaccuracies resulting from the theoretical predictions of the receptor structure. The best relative orientation of these two models is obtained by an exhaustive scan over the rigid body's six-dimensional translational and rotational degrees of freedom. The search method is based on a real space grid-searching algorithm, unlike docking methods based on the fast Fourier Transform algorithm. We have applied this algorithm to rebuild structures of several complexes available in the Protein Data Bank. The structures of the receptors are produced by means of our threading algorithm PROSPECTOR, subsequently refined, and then utilized in the docking experiment. In many cases, not only is the localization of the binding site on the receptor surface correctly identified, but the proper orientation of the bounded ligand is also reasonably well reproduced within the level of accuracy of the modeled receptor itself.
Introduction
One of the important, if not the most important, elements of protein function is the protein's ability to interact with and bind various ligands. This ability is closely related to the three-dimensional structure of the protein. Although the number of known primary sequences of proteins grows rapidly, their quaternary structures usually remain unknown due to the relatively difficult and timeconsuming procedure of experimental structure determination. Recently, the quality of theoretical structure prediction methods has been greatly improved, and sometimes results in structures whose quality is similar to low-resolution experimental structures. 1, 2 Thus, there is a clear need for a docking procedure that will be able to utilize these theoretical models of proteins for the prediction of conformations of receptor-small ligand complexes. Such an approach might also be helpful in rebuilding the quaternary structures of multimeric proteins when the structures of particular subunits of the protein are also theoretically predicted.
There are many approaches to the docking problem, and many algorithms developed by various groups have been devoted to this problem. 3 -7 Many approaches consider both the ligand and the receptor to be rigid, 8 -10 while still others try to deal with the ligands and, to some extent, the receptor's flexibility. 5, 11, 12 There are also various methodologies used for scoring the quality of the resulting complexes. Some implementations use simple geometric criteria such as surface and shape complementarity to define the binding site, 13, 14 while others use some type of potential energy function to distinguish between good and bad solutions. 15 -17 Shape complementarity plays an important role in proteinprotein interactions, 18, 19 and various techniques have proven to be efficient tools for generating near-native conformations of complexes, even from unbound components. 20 Recently, methods based on correlation functions have become very popular. 7, 8, 21, 22 In these algorithms, the structures of the molecules to be docked are first discretized by projecting them onto a three-dimensional grid and then the value of a correlation function that accounts for the shape complementarity of these two discrete representations is calculated in a search over the six-dimensional rigid body degrees of freedom. This search can be very efficiently performed by applying a Fourier transformation. An additional advantage of algorithms that utilize a correlation function is their ability to accept, to some extent, inaccuracies in the models by computationally changing the grid size. This type of protocol should make docking calculations for low-resolution structures possible. 22 -25 Although algorithms for the successful docking of lowresolution structures of pairs of proteins have recently improved, 16, 26 the problem of docking small ligands to such receptors is unexplored. In this article, we approach the problem of docking small ligands to inaccurate receptor structures by searching for both the steric and chemical complementarity between the ligand and the receptor molecule. Because our main focus is on docking to low-resolution structures that are in most cases the results of theoretical predictions, we use only approximate, discretized models of both the ligand and its protein receptor. Previously, it was shown that by averaging the structural details and by smoothing the potential energy surface, it is possible to drive the ligand towards the real binding site; thus avoiding, in many cases, the local minima problem. 21, 27 In our case it also turns out that this averaging procedure allows for the compensation of numerous structural errors resulting from theoretical predictions of the receptor's tertiary structure.
We have applied our new algorithm to rebuild structures of several complexes available in the Protein Data Bank. The structures of these receptors were first predicted from our threading algorithm, 28 refined using our generalized comparative model protocol, 29 and then utilized in the docking experiments. In many cases, not only has the localization of the binding site on the receptor surface been correctly identified, but the proper orientation of the bound ligand was reasonably restored, well within the level of accuracy of the modeled receptor.
Methods
Our docking procedure is a grid-based, complete search over the six-dimensional space defined by the rigid body translation of the ligand in three dimensions and its rotation over three Euler angles. No additional information regarding the binding site is required. Before performing the actual docking procedure, we assign "properties" to every atom of the ligand molecule. This assignment just defines to which of the 19 predefined chemical groups (see Table 1 ) the particular atom of the ligand belongs.
In the first step of the algorithm, both the receptor and the ligand are discretized by projecting them onto a uniform cubic lattice of grid size 2 Å. The projection of the ligand onto the grid is performed such that if the distance of the centroid of any cell to an atom of the ligand is smaller than the size of the cell, then this cell is marked by the property of the group of which this atom is a member.
The structure of the receptor is projected in a slightly different manner. This process is divided into two stages (see Fig. 1 ). In the first stage, all lattice cells that lie within the distance of double the cell size from any atom of an amino acid side chain or its alpha carbon are marked as having the property of that particular amino acid. Backbone atoms, excluding the alpha carbons, are projected as an additional, virtual, amino acid type. At the same time, all the lattice cells projected by side chain atoms are marked as the receptor's "SHELL," while lattice cells projected by backbone atoms are marked as receptor "COAT" cells. In the second stage, the projection of the receptor is repeated. This time the particular cell is marked as belonging to the attractive COAT of the receptor if its centroid is located within the distance of one cell size from the side chain atom of any amino acid. A cell is marked as belonging to the repulsive CORE of the receptor molecule if it is located within the distance of one cell size from any protein backbone atom, excluding the alpha carbons. In the case of the receptor molecule, not only are the exact positions of the side chain atoms used for the projection, but the positions of these atoms resulting from all the rotameric states of every residue are also used. After both molecules are discretized, their best relative orientation or, to be more precise, the best relative orientation of their discretized images, is obtained by an exhaustive search over the entire grid space, which is conducted by moving the set of cells representing the ligand molecule. This movement is performed using a one grid cell step. When the scanning of the grid by the ligand cells' translation is complete, the ligand molecule is rotated by one of the Euler angles. Then, its new orientation is again projected onto the lattice, and the whole search process starts over again from the beginning. The projection, grid scanning, and ligand rotation steps are repeated until the entire sixdimensional relative translation-orientation space is exhaustively searched.
During the search, each position of the discretized ligand molecule is scored according to its steric complementarity with the particular area of the receptor grid calculated for the value of the correlation function. Additionally, the energy of the interaction is calculated according to the scoring by the knowledge-based pairwise potential. The value of the steric complementarity is evaluated by means of a simple correlation function:
where:
In this representation, the only repulsive part of the interaction comes from the ligand cubes overlapping with CORE receptor cubes, i.e., those cubes, which are the discretized representation of the receptor-backbone atoms. The cubes that represent the receptor side chains contribute an attractive part in the interaction score. In particular, cubes in the SHELL of the molecule are attractive with the strength of this interaction proportional to n, the number of the receptor amino acids projected into this cube.
Because docking calculations based only on steric complementarity (especially when dealing with small ligand molecules) usually lead to incorrect results due to a large number of false positives, we additionally use a pairwise statistical potential to score the resulting complexes according to their quasichemical complementarity. The specific part of the interaction in our scoring function is based on a pairwise statistical potential built on the basis of over 300 known structures of various complexes available in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). 30 The structures used to derive the statistical potential were selected from the whole PDB database according to the following rule: only those structures with ligands containing at least above 5 heavy atoms were chosen. Those structures with any other ligands (listed as HET records in the PDB file) within the range of 8 Å from the chosen one were rejected. All sequences with a sequence identity above 50% to any other sequence in the set were also removed from the database. Two structures with an identity above 50% were accepted into the training set of protein structures only if their ligands had different PDB three-letter code names and, more importantly, if their sizes differed by at least five heavy atoms. Extrinsic to the training set, a testing set of 20 complexes was selected according to similar criteria, except that none of the structures included in the testing set was allowed to have a sequence identity higher than 20% to any of the structures already included in the above-mentioned training set.
To build the potential, we defined 19 functional groups used to decompose the structure of the ligand into quasichemical building blocks. The groups used in our analysis are listed in Table 1 . The parameters of our potential were obtained by a statistical analysis of the training set of complexes described above, and then applying eq. (2) .
where n i,j is the number of observed contacts of the functional group i with amino acid of type j , x i , and x j are the mol fractions of groups i and amino acids j , respectively, and N is the total number of contacts in the database. In our approach, a contact between i and j occurs when the ligand cell marked with property i overlaps with the receptor cell marked with the property of the amino acid j . Obviously, this potential depends on the lattice cell size. In all of our calculations, we used a fixed grid size of 2 Å. This was arrived at on the basis of several computational experiments, which showed that the best results are obtained with this grid size. The specific interaction score was calculated according to eqs. (3) and (4), respectively, as
The final docking score of the particular complex was calculated by means of the linear combination of both the steric and the potential terms according to eq. (5).
where corr is a correction term that depends on the size of the ligand molecule, S is the value of the steric match term calculated by eq. (1), and P is the value of the potential specific interaction term calculated by eq. (4). The correction term is used to ensure that both P and S have a similar influence on the value of the docking score DS, and it is calculated by eq. (6), in which n is the number of atoms in the ligand molecule. The coefficients of this equation are estimated as the least-square approximations of the values of S and P on the basis of calculations for the set of native complexes. corr = 4.23 * n + 40.08 1.32 * n + 22.20 (6) After the entire six-dimensional space is searched, all of the solutions are scored according to eq. (5) and then sorted.
Results and Discussion
We used a program written on the basis of the above algorithm to dock some small ligands to the structures of the receptors available from the PDB, as both are complexes with these ligands as well as with a number of theoretically predicted models of the receptors. The complete list of ligands and receptors used can be found on our Web page http://bioinformatics.danforthcenter.org/. To be able to easily verify the docking results in the test cases, when the correct geometry of the complex was known, we need a measure that scores the quality of the predicted complexes relative to the native ones. We decided to use (as a quality indicator) the percentage of the native contacts (NC) from the original native complex that were preserved in the predicted complex as well. We count a contact as being native if ligand atom number i is in contact with receptor residue number j in both the predicted and the native complexes. Additionally, we also used the percentage of nonspecific contacts (nsNC) as a measure of the success of the localization of the binding site residues. The percentage of nonspecific contacts is defined as the fraction of residues that are in contact with the ligand in the predicted complex relative to the fraction of the residues that are in contact with the ligand in the native structure. First, we tested our algorithm on the database of 318 complexes that we used to generate our statistical potential (see Table 2 ). We repeated these calculations with only the steric complementarity term used for scoring, then with only the statistical potential term, and finally with the complete term used for scoring the complexes. In all runs, a grid size of 2 Å was used, and the ligand rotation step was set to 20 • . All calculations were performed on a 733-MHz Pentium III cluster. The average job took about 5-10 min on 20 processors.
The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 2 . As one can easily see, the scoring function that combines both the steric complementarity term and the qasichemical potential performs better than either alone. This combined function allows us to predict the most complexes with a particular number of preserved native contacts. However, a closer analysis of the curves showing the results for the steric only and potential only docking reveals an interesting relationship. Scoring by steric complementarity only gives a few complexes with very good quality (the percentage of preserved native contacts is above 80-90%), but it is able to predict about 200 structures out of 318 with at least one native contact. Although the best quality predictions made by means of the potential-only scoring have fewer, mainly only 50-60%, of their native contacts preserved, the percentage of the predicted contacts drops more slowly than in the previous case to give 230 complexes overall, with at least one native contact. This result clearly indicates that the binding site and its surroundings maintain specificity towards the ligand even in this low-resolution representation. On the other hand, the number of correctly predicted complexes obtained by scoring only with the steric complementarity term is also surprisingly high, especially when one keeps in mind that a fuzzy representation of the receptor side-chain positions is used in the calculations, and the ligands are relatively small.
The results using the combined set of terms, rank ordered by decreasing quality of the fraction of native ligand-receptor contacts that are correctly predicted, is summarized in Table 2 . The fraction of correctly predicted contacts ranges from 87 to 0%.
Obviously these calculations do not say much about the real predictive power of our algorithm. To get a more reliable verification of its performance, we repeated the docking calculations for the smaller database of 20 test complexes, but this time with the additional restriction that not only were none of these structures present in the training set of complexes, but also that none of these structures had a sequence identity higher than 20% to any of the structures from this set. Table 3a shows the set of testing proteins along with their corresponding ligand. As shown in Table 3b , in this case, 11 predicted complexes had 20% or more of the specific native contacts preserved, and 13 of them had at least 10% of the specific contacts preserved. This looks very promising in terms of the predictive power of the algorithm.
To test our algorithm under conditions closer to real-life problems when the geometry of the binding site differs sometimes significantly from the geometry in the cocrystallized complex, we performed additional docking calculations on a few examples of the ligands and receptors that were crystallized separately and whose structures are available in the PDB in both forms. Because, in most cases, the conformation of the receptor side chains readjust to the ligand only upon binding (the alpha carbon root mean square derivative, RMSD, for the receptors crystallized in the free form and the ones that cocrystallized with the ligands in most cases are below 1 Å) and because, in our model, the crystallographic side chain positions are not used explicitly for docking, not surprisingly we did not notice any significant differences in complexes obtained by redocking ligands to their cocrystallized receptors and the same complexes obtained after docking these ligands to the apropriate receptors crystallized in the free form.
Although in most cases the ligand-binding process involves only small side-chain rearrangements among the binding pocket residues, it may sometimes induce a wide range of the structural changes in a large part of the protein, including the hinge movements of the entire receptor subdomains. In our selected subset of the PDB, we found a few structures of cocrystallized complexes with the receptors also crystallized separately where the RMSD differences of the alpha-carbon positions between both the free and ligand-bound forms of the protein were even above 7 Å. We applied our algorithm to dock the ligands found in the cocrystallized forms to the free forms of these receptors. An example of a protein that shows significant ligand-induced domain movements is the maltodextrin binding protein. 31 The structure of this protein is available in the PDB in both the free form (1omp) as well as in the form of complexes with various ligands (1anf, 3mbp). In the free form, the binding site is open and accessible to the water molecules (Fig. 3a) .
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from the 3mbp structure) to the free receptor (1omp) resulted in the structure of a complex with the ligands positioned in the correct area of the binding site (Fig. 3) . Another group of proteins that are known to undergo significant conformational changes upon binding are kinases. 32 Figure 4 shows adenylate kinase complexed with its inhibitor (Fig. 4a with the complex's PDB code 1ake) and the same receptor crystallized in the free form (PDB code 4ake), but complexed with the inhibitor by means of our docking program (Fig. 4b) . In this case, the RMSD between the receptor in its free (open) and the ligand- bound (closed) form is 7.1 Å. Although the geometry of the binding site as well as the geometry of a large part of the protein is completely different in the free and in the complexed form of the kinase, even in this case our program was able to correctly identify the binding-site residues. When comparing residues in contact with the ligand molecule in the cocrystallized native complex with residues in contact in the complex obtained by means of our docking algorithm, in the predicted complex the docked inhibitor is in contact with a subset of residues that are also in contact with this ligand in the cocrystallized complex. Obviously, it is only a subset of these residues due to the significantly different geometry of the binding site in the open form of the receptor (Fig. 4b) . However, the orientation of the bound inhibitor in the docked complex is similar to the one in the native cocrystallized complex. Our main goal here was to develop an algorithm that would be able to dock smaller ligands to low-resolution, theoretically 89  87  2izj  35  23  1cen  77  61  1npx  55  18  1dvp  80  47  1nst  54  11  1bj4  75  45  1ukd  70  7  1b59  79  41  1af7  40  5  1mai  48  39  1byc  47  3  1qkp  60  30  2hmy  0  0  1dmw  31  27  1rne  3  0  1b3n  53  27  1mdr  0  0  5pnt  48  25  1dve predicted structures of receptors. Docking small molecules to the structures of receptors with significant differences from native is the real challenge. To test the efficiency of our protein structure prediction algorithms, we used a set of standard benchmarks, including the Fischer Database. 33 Taking advantage of the fact that some of the structures present in the Fischer Database 34 are also present in the PDB in the form of complexes with small ligands, we tested our docking procedure by trying to rebuild these complexes using our homology modeled structures of these receptors instead of the X-ray ones. The structures that were successfully modeled with reasonable accuracy and at the same time were available in the form of complexes with some small ligands have PDB ID codes as follows: 1bbh, 1c2r, 1mdc, 2cmd, 2sar. The quality of these models is in the range of 3 to 6 Å RMSD when compared to the appropriate PDB structures.
The results of the docking calculations are shown in Table 4 . Even for the structures as far as almost 6 Å from native, up to 47% of the specific native contacts are preserved. Only for the predicted 1mdc structure did docking fail to recognize the binding site. This structure is the fatty acid binding protein of a sulfate ion bound together with the ligand palmitic acid. The presence of this ion in the binding site was not taken into account in the docking experiment, but in this case it could be crucial for the correct ligand binding. 35 All other complexes from this set were successfully rebuilt within the accuracy of the modeled receptor. 
Discussion
These results indicate that our docking routine is able to utilize structural information still present even in the low-resolution structures of receptors and to use this information to place small ligands in the binding site in the correct orientation. Local steric and physicochemical properties of the receptor binding sites are definitely responsible for the final locking of the ligand molecule in the correct position and orientation; however, these local preferences extend beyond the immediate neighborhood of the binding site itself. The general physicochemical properties of the receptor, mimicked here by our potential term, drive ligands toward the correct location on the receptor surface. It was shown previously 22 that global structural features are an important factor in the first stages of protein-protein recognition. On the basis of our calculations, we conclude that, similarly, the global topology of the receptor is significant for binding small ligands as well, especially in the early stages. In the small ligand binding, we seem to be mimicking the first stage of the binding process, when the ligand is probing the surface of the receptor trying to find the areas with favorable interactions. At this point, the detailed structural features and high-resolution interactions like hydrogen bonding do not yet play an important role. It was shown that including such features, even in the docking of unbound molecules, does not influence the result. 19 However, hydrogen bonds are obviously crucial in the next stage of binding, and including them in the scoring function significantly improves the results when restoring cocrystallized complexes. 36 Although our algorithm is not perfect and, in some cases, fails to recognize the binding site for the particular receptor altogether, our results clearly indicate that in many cases it is possible to utilize even low-quality structures in successful docking experiments with small ligands. Obviously this procedure does not lead to a unique atomic-level solution. The resulting complexes must be further refined either by simple energy minimization or molecular dynamics calculations; however, when used in combination with other tools, our approach may prove to be very valuable for the genome-scale products of the ligand binding site.
